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Abstract Physical computing is becoming mainstream. More people than ever—from artists, makers and entrepreneurs to educators and students—are connecting microcontrollers with sensors and actuators to create new interactive devices. However, physical computing still presents many challenges and demands many skills, spanning electronics, low-level protocols, and software—road blocks that reduce participation. While USB has made connecting peripherals to a personal computing device (PC) trivial, USB components are expensive and require a PC to operate. This makes USB impractical for many physical computing scenarios where cost, size and low power operation are often important.

We introduce Jacdac, an open-source hardware and software platform that brings the user experience of USB to physical computing at a fraction of the cost and resource requirements. It combines an intuitive connector, standardized hardware and software interfaces, a simple bus-based protocol that runs on virtually any microcontroller, and integration with Microsoft MakeCode for the micro:bit. In this way, Jacdac provides a low-cost, extensible web-based plug-and-play experience for physical computing. We evaluated Jacdac in an international hackathon involving over 80 participants who built functional artifacts with Jacdac. Interviews reveal that users find Jacdac intuitive and appreciate the plug-and-play experience where sensors and actuators are automatically discovered by the web browser in real-time.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and tools; • Hardware → Communication hardware, interfaces and storage; • Computer systems organization → Embedded systems.
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Fig. 1. Jacdac is a new open-source hardware and software platform, inspired by USB but implemented more simply and cheaply to support plug-and-play physical computing: (a) A BBC microbit (top left), a microbit Jacdac adaptor (bottom left), three Jacdac modules—slider, CO\textsubscript{2} sensor and LED ring (middle), and three Jacdac cables (right); (b) The micro:bit, Jacdac adaptor, and three modules, connected together to create a self-contained and low power CO\textsubscript{2} monitor that can be battery-operated; note that the slider and LED ring are daisy-chained.

1 INTRODUCTION

Physical computing refers to the creation and use of interactive digital systems that sense and respond to the world around them [18]. Typically, sensors, actuators and communications modules are combined with a microcontroller and power source to map sensed inputs into the realms of lighting, sound, electro-mechanical actuation, and/or to pass information onto other digital systems. Physical computing builds on a wide range of disciplines including electrical engineering, electronics, mechatronics, robotics, computer science and software development. It commonly involves the exploration of novel devices and the software that powers them through an iterative, creative and experimental process.

Since the turn of the century, the process of building physical computing systems has evolved rapidly. This has been driven by a "pull" from users, many of whom are steeped in the creative maker movement [11], while others are increasingly using physical computing in the classroom [18]. At the same time we have witnessed a technology "push": the symbiotic development of physical computing technology in both academia and industry has resulted in numerous tools and platforms that simplify and accelerate the development of a physical computing solution [22]. In particular, a variety of tangible, embedded microcontroller-class devices targeted at students and hobbyists are available in the market, with three of the most well-established being Arduino [5, 36], Raspberry Pi [7] and the BBC micro:bit [2], with total sales currently estimated at 10 million, 40 million and 6 million units respectively [2, 38, 41].

1.1 Physical Computing is Intrinsically an Extensible Experience

Despite having different features, physical computing platforms all offer a hybrid and extensible experience that cuts across hardware and software. From a hardware perspective, a key element of physical computing involves leveraging a variety of sensors and actuators to build an interactive system. Even physical computing devices like the micro:bit that have basic sensors and actuators built-in often require the addition of external hardware. Three
paradigms for adding hardware—that also exhibit increasing levels of abstraction—have become established in physical computing. Lambrichts et al. refer to these as Levels 1 to 3 [22]:

- **Level 1**: Connecting discrete external electronic components, often mounted in a solderless breadboard, via individual wires.
- **Level 2**: Connecting modules and breakout boards that integrate the support circuitry for a given peripheral, again via individual wires.
- **Level 3**: Attaching ready-to-use accessories, often in the form of shields, HATs or capes, that are purpose-built for a particular platform.

Moving from Levels 1 to 3 results in additional layers of abstraction in the underlying electronic circuitry. This reduces complexity, making the development process quicker, easier and less error-prone [22]. Figure 2 shows how the micro:bit can be used in these three different ways.

Although the physicality of device hardware is naturally a key element of physical computing, software plays a vital role too: a program that encapsulates the desired device behavior must be created. Users of established physical computing hardware platforms usually have a choice of development environments, ranging from low-level programming in a compiled language like C, through high-level interpreted languages like Python, to ‘no code’ visual programming solutions like Scratch [32] and MakeCode [10], which are available via a web browser. These approaches broadly represent increasing levels of abstraction, and accrue to the goals of making coding more instant, intuitive and convenient, while providing extensibility and a sustaining experience.

### 1.2 The Limitations of Physical Computing in Practice

In spite of the flexible nature of physical computing—or perhaps because of it—there are many drawbacks. Working with discrete components (Level 1) certainly provides a great deal of extensibility, but is time-consuming and error-prone [22]. Using purpose-built physical computing accessories (Level 3) overcomes this by providing an intuitive, convenient and reliable way to add sensor and actuator hardware, and oftentimes an associated library or package provides APIs on the software side. But this usually limits composability, i.e. in many cases it’s only possible to use one accessory at any time, which restricts what can be built. The use of electronic
modules and breakout boards (Level 2) provides a useful and popular middle ground, but still falls short of many desirable characteristics for physical computing.

No matter which of these three paradigms is adopted, there are additional drawbacks. Peripherals are not usually automatically detected; instead, the user has to **manually configure** the programming environment or the program itself to define which are in use, creating an opportunity for errors to creep in. Next is the problem of **inconsistent APIs**: vendors often design and implement APIs differently even for functionally similar peripherals, which adds confusion and complexity. And finally, even when a physical computing platform supports the notion of simulation, as with Makecode for example, **simulation is limited**. It’s not possible to simulate the operation of each and every peripheral.

There are some specific counter-examples to the drawbacks highlighted above. For example, some Arduino shields support composability through stacking; Raspberry Pi includes provision for HATs that identify themselves; and MakeCode can simulate a handful of peripherals. But these are largely infrequent exceptions.

### 1.3 Adding Abstraction for True Plug-and-play Physical Computing

We present Jacdac, an open-source hardware and software platform for plug-and-play physical computing that introduces standardized services for peripherals like sensors and actuators without significantly increasing the size, cost or flexibility of components. This addresses many of the limitations described in the previous section.

As illustrated by the CO$_2$ alarm shown in Figure 1—an example we will return to later in this paper—Jacdac’s novel plug-and-play hardware modules can be connected in any topology using purpose-built Jacdac cables that provide both power and connectivity. Each Jacdac device describes itself via a set of standardized services over the Jacdac bus using a packet-based protocol. A layered yet efficient protocol allows Jacdac to be implemented on remarkably cheap microcontrollers (down to US$0.03) and potentially directly in silicon. Each of the three modules in Figure 1(a) includes a dedicated microcontroller with firmware that implements the Jacdac protocol and exposes the module’s hardware via standardized Jacdac services over the Jacdac bus.

A TypeScript implementation of the Jacdac protocol allows web apps to join the Jacdac bus and communicate with Jacdac modules over WebUSB. A host of Jacdac web-based components for working with Jacdac hardware and services, including hardware simulators and on-screen digital twins [16], sit on top of the Jacdac TypeScript runtime, enabling it to be readily extended, leveraging numerous web frameworks and platforms.

To demonstrate and evaluate the potential of Jacdac, we have integrated it with micro:bit hardware and the Microsoft MakeCode programming environment. MakeCode was a natural choice because its web-based architecture, coupled with its open source license, provide a readily-extensible sandbox. It also facilitates evaluation of Jacdac by teachers as well as makers.

In the course of our research we have manufactured over 2000 Jacdac modules, representing around 40 different designs, along with 1000 Jacdac cables. These were used to create Jacdac kits that we distributed during an 80-participant one-week international hackathon where MakeCode novices used Jacdac to build a variety of physical computing devices for accessibility applications. We conducted five follow-up interviews with participants to obtain their firsthand experiences with the Jacdac platform. We also interviewed a panel of four educators, experienced MakeCode users, to gain insights into the potential of Jacdac in a classroom environment.

The core contribution of our work is to show that it is possible to leverage a service-based architecture, implemented on very low cost microcontrollers, to ease the construction of physical computing systems. A second major contribution is showing how web technologies and platforms can support the programming and debugging of composable physical computing systems, without the need for installation of specialized toolchains.

As of the publication of this paper, Jacdac hardware is commercially available; more information about the open source Jacdac platform can be found at [https://aka.ms/jacdac](https://aka.ms/jacdac)
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We believe that Jacdac can help the full gamut of physical computing users, from beginners to more experienced creators, from all backgrounds including students, educators, makers, digital artists, and citizen developers, targeting a range of applications from interactive art to IoT-like home automation solutions. In the rest of this paper, we report on the design and our evaluation of Jacdac.

2 RELATED WORK

This section starts by analyzing the properties of USB—a protocol that is not often associated with physical computing, but which enables the plug-and-play composition of hardware. We then contrast USB with the wired protocols and physical interfaces commonly used in physical computing before looking at how these enable physical computing experiences for makers and novices. Our analysis informs the design goals for Jacdac, described in the following section.

2.1 Plug-and-play with USB

The Universal Serial Bus (USB) allows people to connect hardware to a PC really easily—plug a mouse in, for example, and it’s instantly recognised and ready to use. USB has several properties that enable this:

1. **Cables and connectors**: The USB cable and connector system—especially with the emergence of the reversible USB-C connector—makes connecting USB devices together and powering them very straightforward.

2. **Dynamic composition**: Unlike many other wired protocols, USB is designed so that users can connect devices at any time. When a user connects a device, its properties are automatically detected by the host. The protocol is designed to recover from, or at the very least indicate, errors to the user.

3. **Abstraction**: Common devices share a common driver interface so that users can expect a mouse, for example, to work with any personal computer without installing any additional software.

USB is not widely used in physical computing scenarios. Although described as a bus, USB connections are essentially point-to-point: a host is always required to direct communication and intelligent hubs are needed to connect USB devices together. Also, USB cables and connectors are more bulky and rigid than conventional prototyping wires. These constraints all conspire to increase cost, size and power consumption, which collectively limit the situations where USB is suitable for physical computing.

2.2 Standardized Communications Protocols

Several wired protocols that are relatively simple to implement in silicon form the basis of MCU-to-peripheral communication both within printed circuit boards (PCBs) and between PCBs. RS232 [35] is an asynchronous protocol that does not require a clock line to be shared between devices. Instead, devices agree on a communication rate ahead of time and decode data according to that rate. RS232 communications can be implemented in full-duplex mode using three wires (one data line for each direction of communication and one for ground), or in half-duplex mode with two wires (one shared data line and one ground).

I2C and SPI are synchronous protocols [24], where all devices share a clock line. At any point in time, communication is directed by a single device that defines the communication rate and initiates all data transfers. Data is written to or read from peripherals using a register abstraction; registers are defined on a per-implementation basis, so it is not common for similar register definitions to be shared by two peripherals even if they have very similar functionality (e.g. two accelerometers). This results in a need for manual configuration and inconsistent APIs. Neither protocol supports the dynamic connection of additional peripherals; connecting a peripheral dynamically can halt communications.

OneWire [3], CAN [33, 37] and MIDI [25] are other well-known wired protocols. OneWire, which uses a single wire to provide power and to communicate, works at a data rate of 16.3 kbps. However, its dynamic device discovery and low complexity do enable simple plug-and-play physical computing applications [39]. CAN
operates as a broadcast bus and allows multi-host communication, up to 1 Mbps in high speed mode, or 125 kbps in low speed mode. Because of its reliability, CAN is the de facto communication protocol for critical control systems but to our knowledge is not used in physical computing. MIDI, a communications protocol for musical devices, was successfully re-purposed for physical computing in the Bloctopus project [34].

2.3 Standardized Physical Interfaces

Seeed’s Grove, Adafruit’s Stemma, and SparkFun’s Qwiic [6, 22] are modular solutions with broadly similar implementations. Each ecosystem aligns on standard cabling and connectors and allows multiple peripherals to be interconnected with common physical computing platforms. Qwiic modules adopt a four pin connector and four wire cable, using I2C for communication. The Stemma ecosystem takes a similar approach, while Stemma QT provides a smaller connector (like Qwiic) to reduce board size. With each of these ecosystems, the protocol limitations of I2C still apply—software drivers are specific, peripherals cannot be automatically detected and must therefore be manually configured, and hot-swapping can cause problems, limiting composability.

Shields [20] and HATs [1] simplify the experience of connecting peripherals to Arduino and Raspberry Pi, respectively, by providing standardized device pinouts. Arduino shields require manual configuration whereas Pi HAT producers can optionally add a hardware component to support automatic identification and driver loading when the Raspberry Pi first boots up. Neither can be hot-swapped.

2.4 Physical Computing Tools and Platforms

Researchers and engineers have created a wide variety of physical computing tools and platforms, often building on top of the interfaces and protocols described above, abstracting away some of their shortcomings and creating a simpler user experience. It is not possible to review all of this prior work here, so instead we have called out a small number of representative products and research projects to give a flavor of what exists. For more detail we refer the reader to [22].

The many variants of Arduino and Raspberry Pi hardware and software provide a baseline of established practices for physical computing. A more recent addition to the physical computing arena is the BBC micro:bit and the popular MakeCode programming environment, shown in Figure 3. The micro:bit integrates an MCU with a handful of on-board inputs and outputs, making it easy to get started. Much like Arduino and Raspberry
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In terms of software, MakeCode runs in a web browser and supports a visual language similar to Scratch [26, 32], in addition to text-based coding in Javascript and Python, see Figure 3(b). Many web browsers now support access to USB devices connected to their host computers over WebUSB, allowing a micro:bit program, compiled to machine code in the browser by MakeCode [4], to be copied directly onto the micro:bit. Unfortunately the simulator does not support accessories and different accessory vendors have implemented inconsistent APIs.

Phidgets [15], which started as a research project and subsequently transitioned to a successful product, provides a set of fully composable hardware modules for building novel interactive interfaces to PCs. Some Phidgets modules connect directly to the PC over USB while others use a proprietary Phidgets protocol called VINT to attach to a special hub, which in turn interfaces to USB. Native USB modules can be dynamically detected for a true plug-and-play experience whereas VINT modules require manual configuration. Although Phidgets does provide hardware simulation, the use of USB and the need for a PC to run the user’s program increases cost, solution size, and limits the possible application scenarios.

The Calder toolkit [23] helps guide the creation of hardware interfaces, providing simple analog and digital I/O modules to users. It is designed to be hot-pluggable and offers a number of IDE integrations for simulation. A hub acts as the main connection point for all modules. The hub propagates connection events and interactions detected by peripherals over USB to Calder applications running on a PC. The d.tools system [17] was also conceived to reduce the technical complexity of prototyping functional devices. The d.tools authoring environment provides a visual programming interface that supports drag-and-drop specification of interaction models for tangible user interfaces, allowing the quick construction of functional prototypes.

More recently, .NET Gadgeteer [19, 40] is designed to make it easier to build self-contained physical computing devices. A Gadgeteer device consists of a main processor board connected to modular peripherals and programmed via an integrated environment. Peripherals include simple digital and analog I/O to more complex sensors that rely on protocols like I2C, SPI, UART and USB to high resolution displays. Peripheral boards are connected to the main board by a cable with a non-reversible 10 pin connector. On the main board, there are multiple ports for connecting to multiple peripherals. Users must manually configure which peripherals are connected to which ports and there is no hardware simulation support.

3 JACDAC: DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

While several of the technologies and toolkits described in the previous section go some way towards tackling the limitations of physical computing outlined in Section 1.2, none of them provide the plug-and-play experience that we aspire to. Arguably Phidgets comes the closest, but its reliance on a PC and USB—not just for programming and debugging, but for on-going operation—is counter to the embedded, integrated, and low-cost nature of popular physical computing platforms.

We propose a new approach, which we have implemented in a platform called Jaccad. The design goals for Jaccad are inspired by a key insight from Sadler et al. [34], namely the importance of making interfacing a one-step process. In physical computing, this concept relates to both hardware and software. At the same time, we aspire to a solution which is realistic rather than idealistic, and as such we have an additional design goal for Jaccad around implementation cost. The three main goals that result are listed below; the rest of this section describes how Jaccad meets them:

DG1 Easy hardware composition: Hardware devices should be easy and intuitive to construct, with no arbitrary physical constraints—unlike many existing systems that require careful connection of individual wires to specific pins. The number of devices should not be limited and all physical topologies should be supported.
A typical Jacdac configuration consists of a brain device (upper left), running a user’s program on its MCU, which is a client of Jacdac services advertised by one or more Jacdac modules (bottom). Each module has its own MCU that acts as a server, exposing sensors/actuators connected to that MCU via Jacdac services. Our example CO$_2$ alarm from Figure 1 uses the micro:bit as its brain and connects three modules that expose services. A web browser (upper right) may join the Jacdac network via a USB/Jacdac bridge for purposes of configuring, programming, monitoring and debugging. In Figure 1 the micro:bit also acts at the USB/Jacdac bridge.

**DG2 Plug-and-play software abstraction:** Dynamic addition and removal of devices should be possible, along with automatic discovery of the functionality and capability of each connected device. APIs to devices should be common and standardized, giving the flexibility to substitute one device with another of similar functionality. Software simulation of hardware components (digital twins) should also be supported.

**DG3 Low cost:** It should be possible to achieve the above features using components that are economically viable in commercial implementations. The ideal solution should minimise barriers to adoption and have a range of implementation options where sophisticated functionality can be traded-off against cost.

Unlike USB and many other embedded systems communications protocols, Jacdac inherently supports a distributed systems architecture made up of one or more clients and one or more servers, communicating via services over a shared bus. This architecture is naturally composable and scalable (DG1), following the same principles used in established client/server solutions.

As shown in Figure 4, a Jacdac *module* (or *server*) is simply a Jacdac device that presents one or more Jacdac services on the bus—for example a push button, temperature sensor or LED. A server might provide multiple different services. For example the CO$_2$ module in the alarm example shown in Figure 1 actually provides four separate services: CO$_2$, total volatile organic compound (TVOC), temperature and humidity. Services can be used to query or control both physical hardware resources and purely virtual resources, e.g. the state of a video game. Multiple similar servers—for example multiple identical buttons—may be connected to the same bus; in this case a *role manager* service helps name modules with identical service profiles.

*Services* provide abstract, standardized interfaces that support plug-and-play dynamism. This means that devices with different hardware implementations but the same overall functionality can replace one another with no other changes needed (DG2). Jacdac services are a contract between Jacdac device manufacturers and the clients (and users) of these devices. As such, it is important to have a stable public *service catalog* that can be used by Jacdac software tooling, for example to generate the client/server bindings. Device manufacturers can submit
new services to the catalog, and some tools support import of local service specifications. At run time, devices advertise their services to others on the bus (DG2).

A Jacdac client is a device, again physical or virtual, that consumes one or more services. Often a client can be reconfigured or re-programmed to alter its behavior to suit a particular application. There may be multiple clients on the same Jacdac bus, in which case they may consume exactly the same set of services or different combinations of services. Sometimes a client will also provide services itself.

The following two sections describe the major technical contributions of Jacdac: (1) a set of easily composed hardware elements, including connectors, cables and devices; (2) a plug-and-play software abstraction, including services and underlying protocols. These contributions are somewhat independent—the service abstraction could run over different protocols, and the protocol could use different hardware—but they were designed to work well together. The Jacdac hardware and software platform is open source on GitHub1.

4 JACDAC: HARDWARE

Jacdac’s client/server architecture naturally results in several categories of device hardware:

- **Modules (servers).** A module can be thought of as a very small server that makes one or more sensors, actuators or other peripherals available via one or more services, respectively, on the Jacdac bus. Figure 1 shows three such modules: a slider, an LED ring, and a CO2 module (which makes available three other sensors in addition to the CO2 sensor).

- **Brains (clients).** A brain runs application code on an MCU and makes use of services that are available on the bus to achieve the required end-user scenario. Brains can either be dedicated or can be integrated with on-board peripherals. The micro:bit in Figure 1 is the brain of that device.

- **Adaptors.** Adaptors can provide a convenient way to add functionality to existing electronics prototyping platforms such as micro:bit, Raspberry Pi and Arduino. Figure 1 shows an adaptor for the micro:bit. We also have built other adaptors: one for the Raspberry Pi and another for USB. The latter allows the Jacdac bus to be connected to a laptop or desktop, whereupon browser-based applications can connect to Jacdac devices via WebUSB or WebSerial. Jacdac hubs are a special type of adaptor that provide additional Jacdac sockets.

- **Power supplies.** The Jacdac bus supports power sharing in addition to communications. Jacdac devices may be designed to consume power from the bus, to provide power to the bus, to be independently powered, or to alternate between these modes. Jacdac power supplies are often integrated in brains or adaptors.

We next consider how Jacdac devices can be connected together physically.

4.1 Jacdac Bus and PCB-based Edge Connector

At the electrical level, Jacdac relies on a 3-wire bus for power delivery and data transfer. One wire is used for ground, one for data and one for power. In the simplest configuration, all devices on the Jacdac bus are connected directly to these three wires.

Jacdac provides a purpose-built PCB-based connector that is optimized for cost, performance and user experience (DG1, DG3). As shown in Figure 5, one mating half of the connector takes the form of a double-sided three-conductor edge connector that is incorporated into the PCB design of Jacdac devices. The edge connector is trivial to integrate into existing PCB designs and introduces no component dependency for manufacture (DG3).

To better support dynamic plug-and-play (DG2), the data pin is shorter than the power and ground pins (see Figure 5)—this ensures that a Jacdac device is powered before electrical contact with the data line is made, minimizing the chance that hot plug/unplug operations will disrupt the bus. For easier composition (DG1), the edge connector is designed to be reversible so that cables can be plugged in either way up; the order of pins is

1See https://microsoft.github.io/jacdac-docs/github/.
flipped on the bottom side of the edge connector to support this. Mechanical slots on either side of the electrical contacts support connector attachment.

4.2 Jacdac Cable Connector

As shown in Figure 5(c), a purpose-built Jacdac cable connector interfaces with the Jacdac PCB edge connector described above. The cable connector is reversible but internally it only requires three sprung contacts to connect electrically due to the double-sided design of the mating Jacdac PCB edge connector. This keeps the cost of the cable low (DG3). Each contact has a maximum resistance of 30mΩ and can carry up to 1A.

Four sprung mechanical hooks inside the cable connector engage with the slots on the edge connector. The purpose of these mechanical hooks is two-fold: (1) to ensure mechanical and therefore electrical stability and (2) to provide “click-like” haptic feedback. The click makes the user aware that the cable is fully and correctly seated (DG1). The mating and unmating force of the connector is specified at 5-10N.

Figure 1(a) shows three 10cm Jacdac cables (we’ve produced cables up to 150cm; longer cables are also possible). Figure 1(b) shows three modules connected to a micro:bit Jacdac adaptor. Note that the cables can be plugged into any of the five available edge connectors on the adaptor—operationally they are all equivalent as they share the same three traces on the PCB. The edge connectors at each end of the slider module also use the same three traces, enabling daisy chaining (DG1).

4.3 UART-based Communication

The Jacdac network layer builds on the foundations of RS232, operating in half-duplex mode to create a shared bus using just three wires (ground, power and data). Jacdac defines a fixed frequency and packet structure and adds bus arbitration so that any device can initiate communications (DG2). The process of bus arbitration is simple to implement and is achieved through a Jacdac device bringing the bus from the default logical one (3.3V) to a logical zero (0V) for a short period at the beginning and end of transmissions.

Jacdac communications can be implemented on nearly all MCUs, including very low cost ones (DG3). Key requirements are:

- the ability to transmit and receive data on a single wire 10 bits at a time (1 start bit, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit);
- transmission at 1Mbaud;
- MCU control of the single wire, optionally with interrupt capabilities;
• the ability to approximate time, either through instruction counting or a hardware timer.

Note that built-in UART hardware is not mandatory; we have, for example, implemented Jacdac on an US$0.03 8-bit MCU via bit-banging. Similarly, if an MCU has separate UART transmit and receive pins, these can usually be combined off-chip to operate in half-duplex mode. A simple resistor-capacitor-ferrite filter is used to reduce electromagnetic emissions to meet certification requirements and a diode clamp protects the MCU from unexpected transients.

4.4 Device Identification

Jacdac device identifiers are 64-bits in length and are used to determine the sending or receiving device, and for devices to identify one another on the bus. Each hardware device must be assigned (or assign itself) a 64-bit identifier, which must remain constant once assigned. As long as identifiers are generated with appropriate entropy (i.e., using a truly random number generator), the chance of identifier collision is astronomically small.

4.5 Power Sharing

The Jacdac bus supports power sharing; devices that have their own power source—perhaps via a USB connector or from a built-in battery—can share power onto the bus. Power providers allow other devices (e.g., sensors, LEDs) to act as power consumers that are powered directly from the bus. Power providers fall into two categories: low current providers supply up to 100mA at 3.7V-5.2V and only require a small and cheap current limiting chip; high current providers supply up to 1A and must run a Jacdac power provider service that ensures only one is active at any one time, so as to respect the maximum current capabilities of Jacdac cables. Power consumers are even cheaper to implement, requiring little more than a 3.3V low-dropout linear regulator IC to power their circuitry.

4.6 Prototype Hardware

We designed and produced over 40 distinct Jacdac modules and adaptors, grouped into the following categories and shown in Figure 6:

• Adaptors: A micro:bit adaptor makes five Jacdac edge connectors available and is capable of low-current power sharing. We also have USB adaptors based on the STM32F4 and RP2040 MCUs that are high current power providers. The USB adaptors can also expose a HID service to the Jacdac bus through which clients can emulate HID events like mouse clicks. A ’Click’ adaptor that allows the MikroElektronika Click ecosystem of modules [27] to be used with Jacdac.

• User inputs: These include individual buttons of various types, sliders, joysticks, rotary controls, game pads and keypads.

• Outputs: We have built a range of RGB LED modules for Jacdac. A single LED, ring of 8 LEDs and strip of 10 LEDs are all power consumers. Additionally, we have a module with a separate power input that interfaces to a NeoPixel strip of any length. We have also prototyped a speech synthesis module, a relay and a servo motor driver.

• Sensors: In addition to the combined CO\textsubscript{2}/TVOC/temperature/humidity sensor from Figure 1, we have built a cheaper temperature and humidity sensor, a flex sensor, soil temperature and moisture sensors, and light level sensors.

• Wireless interfaces: We have prototyped both Bluetooth and WiFi interfaces using nRF52 and ESP32 MCUs respectively.

Each of the modules in Figure 6, except for the micro:bit adaptor, contains a low-cost MCU that interfaces with the underlying sensor/input/output and makes it available via one or more Jacdac services. In addition to an MCU, these basic modules typically only require a linear power regulator and a handful of passive components,
resulting in a total bill-of-materials (BoM) cost of as little as US$0.10 for a button or LED module in quantities of 1k units, based on pre-pandemic Shenzhen pricing.

More sophisticated services may need more expensive sensors and/or a more capable MCU. Power providers require a current limiter IC (~US$0.10 pre-pandemic) and the Jacdac micro:bit adaptor also needs a DC-DC converter (US$0.15 or less pre-pandemic). Our cheapest Jacdac brain is based on the RP2040 MCU and has a BoM cost of ~US$1.50 (pre-pandemic Shenzhen pricing).

The CO$_2$ alarm example from Figure 1 leverages our micro:bit adaptor, one user input (a slider), one output (ring of 8 LEDs) and one sensor. Note that the slider has two edge connectors, allowing it to be daisy-chained, while the other modules have just a single edge connector.

5 JACDAC: SOFTWARE

Jacdac devices share resources with other devices on the bus through services. Services provide abstract, standardized interfaces that can be used to interact with physical hardware resources using a client/server communication mechanism [28] similar to the service-oriented architectures popular in software engineering [12]. This supports substitutability and enables the creation of digital twins [16] of devices and simulators (DG2), for example via a web-based user interface. A software stack (Section 5.3) implements the Jacdac protocol for both MCUs and web browsers.

5.1 Service Specification Language

The Jacdac service specification language standardizes service interfaces and was designed to:

(1) describe the low-level interface to hardware;
(2) allow code generation for both clients and servers across a variety of languages;
(3) have an efficient runtime representation over the wire;
(4) be extensible, as the need for new services arises.

To date, we have used the specification language to create over 80 Jacdac service specifications. The specifications are used to generate a variety of artifacts, including: documentation, C header files and client libraries in a variety of languages. These services are independent of the particular underlying hardware.

We give a brief overview of the salient aspects of the service specification language via a few examples that pertain to the slider and CO$_2$ modules from Figure 1. Jacdac services are specified in a customized Markdown language with support for declaring registers, actions, and events—service primitives—as well as the types that parameterize these three entities.

5.1.1 A potentiometer service. Figure 7(a) presents the source text of the specification for a simple potentiometer service, implemented by the slider module from our running example in Figure 1. Every Jacdac service is uniquely identified by a 32-bit identifier (line 1), also referred to as the service class. Line 2 of the specification states that the potentiometer service inherits from (extends) the sensor interface, which defines a set of common registers for working with sensors. Line 3 provides some meta-data about the service: the group attribute tags the service with the keyword “input”, for the purpose of filtering searches over services.

Every service that implements the sensor interface must declare the name and type of the read-only “reading” register, which provides the value of the sensor. Line 5 of the potentiometer specification contains this declaration, which gives the friendly name “position” to the reading register and declares that its type is an unsigned fixed point number (between 0 and 1) with 16 bits of precision (via the type u0.16). The unit for register is “fraction” (signified by the “/” following the type).

Figure 7(b) lists the core Jacdac types available for describing register values as well as the payloads associated with actions and events. Each core type may be optionally annotated with a unit, for which we use a subset of
Fig. 6. Some of the Jacdac hardware we have prototyped and evaluated. Adaptors (top left) for micro:bit and Raspberry Pi. Brains (top right): ESP32 WiFi brain, STM32F4 brain and RP2040 brain. Various push-buttons (row 2), input devices (row 3) and RGB LEDs (row 4). Atmospheric sensors (row 5) including CO$_2$, pressure and temperature/humidity. Other sensors (rows 6 and 7) include accelerometer, light level, thermocouple, PIR motion, flex, soil moisture/temperature, color, and access switch input. Actuators (bottom row) include access switch output, haptic/vibration output, relay and speech synthesis. We have also produced a generic breakout board containing only the bus interface filter circuit (bottom right).
Fig. 7. (a) Potentiometer sensor service written in customized Markdown. (b) The core types supported by Jacdac.

Fig. 8. Equivalent CO\(_2\) sensor service.

5.1.2 A CO\(_2\) sensor service. The potentiometer service is about the simplest sensor in the Jacdac service catalog. Figure 8 presents the specification for an equivalent CO\(_2\) sensor supported by the sensor in our CO\(_2\) alarm. This illustrates a few other salient aspects of the specification language. Note that line 5 of the specification declares the reading register (named e_CO2) to be a 32-bit unsigned fixed point with 22 bits to the left of the “.” and 10 bits to the right. The units of the register are declared to be parts-per-million (via the acronym ppm, per SenML). This declaration also provides typical minimum and maximum values of equivalent CO\(_2\), which is useful for simulation.

The datasheet for a sensor specifies its sensitivity, which may depend on environmental factors such as temperature, output resolution, and noise, among other characteristics. Line 7 of Figure 8 declares an optional register named e_CO2_error which exposes the expected error when reading the e_CO2 register. Lines 9 and 10 provide access to the actual minimum and maximum values supported by the underlying hardware.
If a particular sensor supports configuration or other functions not specified in the standard service specification, the manufacturer should expose the standard service, and an additional so called mix-in service that exposes the specific functionality (with reasonable defaults, so it can be ignored by the user if so desired).

5.1.3 The control service. Every device acting as a server must run its own control service (service class 0), which emits advertisement packets roughly every 500 milliseconds. Each advertisement contains the device’s unique identifier as well a list of services offered by the device (DG2); other devices on the bus can inspect the advertisement. If a client does not receive an advertisement from a device for several advertisement periods (1-2 seconds), it assumes that the device has left the bus.

5.1.4 The role manager service. Jacdac allows multiple devices that provide the same service. Consider a system that uses four slider modules to create a miniature mixing desk. The user can define four roles (or names) with the slider service class and the role manager service assigns specific devices to these, so that the program can refer to each device by its role name. The user can re-configure these assignments by interacting with the role manager service, or alternatively swap the physical devices.

5.2 Packet-based Protocol

Jacdac uses a packet-based broadcast protocol; all Jacdac devices on the same bus receive all packets. Although we previously classified Jacdac devices as “modules” (servers) and “brains” (clients), this distinction is not made at the protocol level: any device can act as both client and server, although often will assume just one of these roles.

A Jacdac packet is either a command or a report. A command is targeted at a particular device on the bus, while a report is a broadcast of information from a particular device. This distinction is necessary because a Jacdac packet has space for only one device identifier.

In general, a Jacdac server will listen on the bus for service commands that are addressed to it and respond by broadcasting a service report. So, for example, a register read command is a request to a service for the value of a particular register, while a register read report is a response from that service with the value for that register.

The sender of a command can request an acknowledgement; otherwise, the Jacdac protocol is similar to UDP, the user datagram protocol [30], in that no delivery guarantees are provided. Also, because a command/report pair (two packets) may be separated by other packets on the Jacdac bus, the Jacdac runtime provides support for waiting for the response (report) to a request (command). Additional TCP-like functionality [31] can be added to support reliability and ordering.

A server will also issue some reports such as events and advertisements without prompting. Since servers do not generally issue commands to other devices, they need not track the other devices that are on the bus, leading to resource savings on the server.

5.3 Implementation

The Jacdac software stack consists of firmware that runs on a variety of MCUs plus a completely separate TypeScript protocol implementation that can run in the web browser. It also has web components for digital twinning and simulation of Jacdac services.

The firmware for modules (servers) is split into two: a platform-agnostic C99 implementation of the Jacdac protocol, I2C drivers and Jacdac services; and platform-specific implementations of low-level primitives (half duplex RS232, I2C, SPI, GPIOs, etc.). We use a separate monolithic assembly language implementation of the Jacdac protocol and various services for the ultra low-cost PADAUK family of 8-bit MCUs (in particular the PADAUK PMS150C, PMS171B, and PMS131 which cost as little as US$0.03, pre-pandemic Shenzhen pricing for 1k units or more).
Fig. 9. (a) A simple CO₂ alarm is comprised of a micro:bit connected to a desktop computer over USB and also to a slider, CO₂ sensor and LED ring via a Jacdac adaptor. (b) The Jacdac web-based dashboard shows digital twins of the three modules: the first two show the CO₂ reading (and the values of three other associated sensors) and the slider, while the last allows the user to set the LED ring colors and displays current state.

Servers have different resource requirements based on the services implemented. For example, the button service on an 8-bit PADAUK MCU needs 2500 bytes of ROM and 64 bytes of RAM. The C99 implementation is more complete and therefore requires more resources. For example, an implementation of a sensor service, hardware runtime, Jacdac protocol, I2C driver, and a 4kB Jacdac bootloader fits comfortably in the 32kB of ROM and 8kB RAM available on the smallest STM32G030 (US$0.51, ST Micro list price for 1k quantities).

The web implementation of Jacdac also has several layers: a TypeScript implementation of the Jacdac protocol and a Jacdac object model that provides an RPC abstraction; a port of the above to Static TypeScript [4], the language supported by MakeCode; a set of React components for providing digital twins and simulators for Jacdac modules/services. The first two layers allow any Jacdac device implementing the corresponding USB interface (including the micro:bit) to talk to a web browser when connected to a USB port. Figure 9 presents this stack in action. We also implemented Jacdac for Python, .NET, and Node.Js.

6 PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER TO MAKE A WORKING DEVICE

In this section, we revisit the running example from Figure 1 and describe how we program it to make a working device via the integration of the Jacdac platform with the MakeCode editor for the micro:bit, which forms the basis of our evaluation in the subsequent sections.

Jacdac is integrated into MakeCode as an extension, which includes the Static TypeScript implementation of Jacdac, configuration information that loads the Jacdac dashboard into the MakeCode simulator panel, and separate extensions for each Jacdac service. We created a tool that automatically translates each Jacdac service into a (separately loadable) MakeCode extension, providing high-level APIs for programming against each service. This means users can program via both visual blocks and JavaScript. For example, for each sensor service, we generate an “on change” event handler that fires when the relevant register changes by a specified amount.

As with any micro:bit accessory, to get started with Jacdac the user simply adds the top-level Jacdac extension to their MakeCode program. This activates the Jacdac dashboard and connects MakeCode to the Jacdac bus over

WebUSB. A new category named “Modules” is also added to the MakeCode toolbox, but no service-specific APIs are present—they are loaded on demand to keep from overwhelming the user with blocks that are not relevant to the modules they are planning to use, which in the case of Figure 1’s CO$_2$ alarm, are a slider, an LED module and the CO$_2$ sensor itself.

Figure 10(a) shows how the Jacdac dashboard appears in the MakeCode micro:bit editor when the three modules shown in Figure 1(b) are plugged into the micro:bit and recognized. Digital twins of the modules are visible below the micro:bit simulator. The purple “Add Blocks” button (directly under the micro:bit simulator) allows users to add MakeCode blocks corresponding to the connected modules. When the user presses this button, MakeCode reflectively looks at the services connected to the bus, automatically finding the appropriate additional extensions, listed in the modal dialog. Figure 10(b) shows all the blocks associated with the four services of the CO$_2$ module, and a few of the blocks associated with the LED service. The user can now directly program against the hardware using these blocks.

The dashboard—in addition to showing the digital twin of any connected module—has the ability to run simulators for all Jacdac services. This allows the user to select a set of simulators and program against them even if the relevant hardware isn’t readily available.

Figure 11 shows a block-based program that underpins our running example CO$_2$ alarm. It adjusts the LED ring brightness based on the slider and sets the color of the LED ring depending on value read from the CO$_2$ sensor. In this case, there is no actual hardware connected. Instead, simulators have been started via the dashboard, allowing the user to test their program without having to recreate the physical conditions required to trigger code. The CO$_2$ simulator is a great example of this—via a virtual slider the user can change the sensor value to test their program.

With MakeCode, we can compile the program to machine code in the browser and download it to the micro:bit, so that the whole system in Figure 1(b) can run standalone from battery power.
7 JACDAC HACKATHON

New physical computing platforms are often evaluated in the context of a workshop led by the researchers who create them [8, 29], but due to the COVID-19 pandemic we were unable to do this for Jacdac. Instead, we took advantage of an opportunity to evaluate Jacdac in an entirely remote, international three-day hackathon with a focus on accessibility. Our primary goal was to see how easily newcomers to physical computing and MakeCode could use Jacdac to build custom devices.

Hackathon participants were self selecting and discovered Jacdac through a hackathon project page we created. Participants were from a diverse range of backgrounds: 28% software developers, 7% firmware engineers, 10% hardware engineers, and 55% from non-technical backgrounds. 47% of participants were from America, 5% from EMEA, and 48% from Asia. 62% of participants were male, 38% were female.

Participants were sent kits (see Figure 12) that included a set of Jacdac modules selected to suit planned projects in the accessibility domain, suggested by participants as part of the hackathon registration process. In total, we sent out 50 kits for use by over 80 participants (some participants were co-located) spread across timezones from GMT-8 to GMT+8. Participants grouped together into 12 timezone-compatible workstreams, and met over video conferencing. Section 10.1 in the Appendix gives details of the participant on-boarding experience.

The following sections overview three artifacts created during the hackathon by various workstreams. The complexity of these artifacts demonstrates how, with minimal introduction, participants used Jacdac with great success.
7.1 Video-conferencing Accessibility Controller (VACO)

The VACO workstream focused on making the user interface of a video conferencing application accessible to those with limited movement. People with limited movement might struggle to maneuver the mouse cursor or perform the required keyboard presses to toggle mute, toggle video, raise/lower hand, and trigger emoticons. The VACO box (see Figure 13) consisted of a micro:bit, Jacdac adaptor, five buttons, two sliders, and six optional access switch input modules. Buttons across the middle can be used to signal emoticons, and a large central button supports quick mute toggling. The left-hand slider raises and lowers a virtual hand, and the right-hand slider switches video on and off. A cutout in the top case allows status display via the micro:bit. Six access switch input modules can be used to control all functions for users who require accessibility switches.

7.2 Button-to-speech Device

One of the hackathon participants has a daughter, Paloma, with cerebral palsy. The condition impacts her movement and her speech, meaning that automated voice assistants often cannot understand her. Using a micro:bit, Jacdac adaptor, a speech synthesis module, a speaker, a button, and a rotary control, this workstream built Paloma a portable text-to-speech device, shown in Figure 14. Three removable wooden legs mean that the device can be positioned stably over a Google Home Mini smart assistant. A simple website allows Paloma to load and save phrasebooks to the micro:bit. The rotary control integrated into the device allows Paloma to select the phrase she wants to use, and a simple button press utters that phrase aloud.
Fig. 13. A video conferencing accessibility controller. A 3D-printed enclosure contains mounting pillars that hold the Jacdac modules neatly in place and the laser-cut top cover includes a large 'living hinge' button (right hand-side).

Fig. 14. A button-to-speech device. (a) The completed device positioned above a Google Home Mini smart assistant. (b) The internals of the device; the Jacdac speech synthesis module and speaker can been seen but the other Jacdac modules are mostly obscured.
7.3 Enhancing the Xbox Adaptive Controller

The Xbox Adaptive Controller (XAC) was released in 2018 to allow more people with accessibility issues to participate in gaming [14]. Using established and readily available access switches (that have a user friendly 3.5mm audio jack connector), occupational therapists and allies of people with disabilities can easily create custom gaming setups for them.

One participant used the micro:bit’s wireless capability to decouple access switches, which are often connected by a long trail of wires, from the XAC. Another hackathon participant made use of the Jacdac access switch output module to create a six-mode trigger for those who can’t easily tap, double-tap and/or hold down a regular switch. They combined a micro:bit, an access switch output module connected to the XAC, and two access switch input modules connected to access switches. One access switch was used to toggle between modes, and the other was used to trigger the XAC input in different ways, for example simulating it being held down.

8 USER PERSPECTIVES

Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the highly distributed nature of a global hackathon and the large number of participants, direct observation was not possible. However, we still wanted to deepen our understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of Jacdac. We therefore arranged follow-up interviews with five hackathon participants. Interviews were conducted via a recorded video call that lasted up to 30 minutes.

We also conducted preliminary interviews with four educators familiar with MakeCode to see how they perceived Jacdac. We recruited them through local networks known to one of the authors and sent them each a small Jacdac kit. Accompanying each kit was a set of instructions for adding Jacdac to MakeCode, and a guided “getting started” task (see Appendix). Again, direct observation was not possible due to restrictions imposed by COVID-19, but a video call interview of up to 45 minutes with each educator captured their feedback.

Both sets of interviews focused on how the participants reacted to and experienced Jacdac. Interviews were semi-structured, giving participants the opportunity to deviate from the pro-forma questions, helping to uncover additional insights. Interviews for educators and hackathon participants followed a similar outline (see Appendix for full list of interview questions) except when enquiring about a particular application domain (i.e. accessibility or education).
Table 1. Details of interviewees who shared their thoughts and experiences relating to Jacdac.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Occupation/background</th>
<th>Experience with physical computing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Disability Organization Lead</td>
<td>Some experience building prototypes with MakeCode, Arduino, Raspberry Pi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>UX Designer</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Accessibility Researcher</td>
<td>Experience designing 3D models, soldering, building systems with Arduino.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Software Engineer</td>
<td>Used Arduino a few times in the past.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Software Engineer</td>
<td>Electronic engineering degree, has done PCB design and used Raspberry Pi, micro:bit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Computing Teacher (ages 11-18)</td>
<td>Primarily uses Arduino to teach computing concepts, also uses micro:bit, MakeCode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Computing and IT Teacher (ages 11-18)</td>
<td>Hosts physical computing club, uses micro:bit, MakeCode, Raspberry Pi.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All interviews were transcribed for analysis, and themes were extracted using a hybrid-coding approach [13]. Deductive codes centered on: the MakeCode integration with Jacdac, experiences with other prototyping toolkits, how Jacdac compares to other prototyping toolkits, and Jacdac’s suitability for particular application domains (e.g. education or accessibility). Further analysis of semi-structured interviews generated additional themes via inductive coding.

Details regarding the background, location, occupation and physical computing experience of all nine of our interviewees are summarized in Table 1.

8.1 Hackathon Participants’ Perspectives

Initial reactions. All five hackathon participants were impressed by the ease of use offered by Jacdac and MakeCode. "You just plug it in and it works" (P1); "I liked the fact that I was able to plug it in and MakeCode knew what I plugged in" (P3); "Anybody can pick it up. It doesn’t matter if you are software engineering, hardware engineering, designer or project manager" (P4); "It was super easy...it was just plugging things together and seeing what happens" (P5). After using Jacdac and MakeCode, P2 said that they were "less intimidated by hardware". Interestingly, P5 volunteered that they could "totally see this being introduced [at school] in the third grade and beyond".

Identifying modules. In order to help users identify Jacdac modules, each PCB is labelled with a brief description, e.g. ‘button’ or ‘accelerometer’. Despite this, three participants (P2, P4, P5) reported that it was hard to discover the functionality of certain modules. For those less experienced with hardware (P2, P4), there was a clear domain-language gap. For example, the names ‘potentiometer’ (used for both the slider and flex sensor modules) and ‘accelerometer’ are technical terms for sensors which they did not recognize. However, although these terms presented a barrier to these users, the digital twins made the module functionality discoverable. P5 is an experienced electronics engineer, but they too found it difficult to identify the function of certain modules. For example, it wasn’t until P5 connected the accelerometer to MakeCode and the digital twin appeared that they recognised the module’s purpose.

P3 embraced a "plug it in and see what happens" approach to discovery. Reflecting on their previous experience with Arduino, they said "Even after plugging in some wires ... you still have to go find a code sample before you can get that ‘Hello world’." P3 then went on to say that the "plug it in and it does something by default" experience of Jacdac is an entirely different proposition.

Using MakeCode. In general, participants all got on well with MakeCode and were successful creating programs using blocks. P1 reported that "Sometimes you’d miss adding the extension and it wasn’t clear whether Jacdac was on or not". Adding the Jacdac extension was required due to the extension framework offered by MakeCode. It is possible that in the future, MakeCode will support Jacdac natively, making a deeper integration possible.
P2 commented that it was confusing having to add blocks in MakeCode separately after connecting the modules “After connecting it, it was confusing to realize you don’t have the blocks”. This design decision was driven by two factors: first, we did not want to bloat the toolbox with blocks when users are only experimenting; second, for security reasons MakeCode does not allow the extensions to be added without direct permission from the user.

**Accelerating accessibility.** The two hackathon participants we interviewed who are accessibility experts (P1 and P3) saw the potential benefits Jacdac could bring to the accessibility community. P1 compared Jacdac to their prior experience with Arduino “With Jacdac, you’re not running a marathon like you are when using Arduino ... Jacdac is modular and can really help the gap in accessibility technology through community innovation.” P3 believes “Jacdac is more approachable than a typical Arduino for occupational therapists and allies”. P3 also thinks that therapists could have “a kit like this ... and use it to prototype accessibility devices with those with disabilities in real-time.” P1 and P3 both commented that when you eclipse a certain number of Jacdac modules, your prototype turns into “cable soup” reducing practicality for the end user. P2 also pointed out the limitations of exposed PCBs in the context of people with disabilities.

We have been thinking how to move “beyond the prototype” [21] with Jacdac. In addition to simplifying prototyping, Jacdac’s three-wire bus can potentially also make it easier to manufacture devices comprising of Jacdac modules that are soldered down to a carrier board rather than being connected together with cables. We are working to enable an experience where, after a device has been successfully prototyped, an optimized and functionally equivalent PCB-based design can be generated automatically. P3 saw this potential for themselves and wished for “a magic button” that would allow “ten magic PCBs [to be] delivered with an enclosure that fits.”

### 8.2 Educators’ Perspectives

**Initial reactions.** All educators could see the benefits Jacdac brings to physical computing. E1 commented that they “could see this straight away in my physical computing unit” and E2 thought “It would be good to add Jacdac” to their micro:bit toolbox. E3 and E4 shared similar sentiments “it definitely is something that I would use in the classroom”. E4 went on to say, Jacdac “is a lot easier, a heck of a lot easier. It’s just plug in.”

**Easy plug-and-play.** We purposefully did not provide detail about how to use Jacdac cables and connectors, in order to gauge how intuitive they were to use. No-one experienced any issues. E4 found the cables “so much easier” and E3 especially enjoyed the fact that they did not “have to worry about what pin that you’re putting it on”. E1 also liked the design of the cable and connector. E3 particularly valued the reversibility of the connector and thought it would avoid student questions like: “Can you check this? Have I lined it up correctly?”

Interestingly, E1—who has a lot of experience with electronics—revealed they didn’t realise that the cable was reversible. Upon receiving the kit, they were not sure which way modules should be connected and inspected the internals of the cable connector. They incorrectly concluded that the cable could only be connected one way (i.e. to the top in Figure 5) because the internal pins of the cable are only on one side: “I’m fairly sure the kids will put the cable in the wrong way and find the things don’t work.” They were surprised and pleased to learn that the connector is, in fact, reversible and we conclude E1’s prior experience with other physical computing experiences may have biased their assumptions about Jacdac cables and connectors.

**Inspiring excitement and creativity.** All educators saw the value of Jacdac in the context of the micro:bit ecosystem. Educators believed that not only would Jacdac provide more excitement for their students, but they themselves were inspired and excited.

E4 praised the potential to create more complicated projects: “We could go deeper, where you couldn’t go deep before. With more complicated sensors you can get more detail.” E4 explained that more advanced students want a path to more sophisticated applications and that Jacdac could provide this.
E2 was excited about the potential of combining the modules together to control real-world actuators like servos. "Could the slider move an object? Could it, could it? Could it be moving motors and things like that?" E2 revelled in the potentials of leaving her students to explore and that Jacdac would potentially "bring creativity into our classroom", increasing participation from "students who choose to go and do art and photography" rather than computing. E3 recognised the same effect "I think you’ll get a lot more girls interested because they’re very creative and they want to design things" and Jacdac “is the way to go.”

**Valuing extensibility.** Two educators, E1 and E2, recognised how the extensibility of Jacdac could benefit the micro:bit ecosystem. Both educators gave extending the micro:bit with additional buttons as their first example. A popular activity with the micro:bit is a reaction timer. It is a collaborative yet competitive project that involves two users pressing button A or button B when a symbol is displayed on the micro:bit. The fastest to press their button wins the round. E1 saw the value in adding extra buttons via Jacdac to extend the activity to more children. E2 also mentioned being "restricted" when incorporating the micro:bit into design and technology (D&T) projects; often, students want to hide the micro:bit but that restricts access to the micro:bit’s integrated buttons. E2 believes that not only would having additional buttons available via Jacdac improve D&T projects, but it would encourage students to think about design and user experience when programming.

**Assimilating simulation.** The educators all reacted positively to digital twins and our device simulators. E3 saw one of the benefits as being sure that hardware is connected together correctly. They mentioned the frustrations of being a computing educator is that "You demonstrate, they go away, and it’s like 'Oh Miss, it’s not working!' OK, well have you checked this...?" With Jacdac, E3 saw the simulators as being an immediate smoke test of whether everything is operational "Once it was slotted in that’s it." E1 liked "the idea of the having emulators on the screen and in real life in front" of them commenting that the digital twins got their "attention big time." They especially enjoyed that digital twins update in real time along with changes in the hardware.

9 DISCUSSION

9.1 Limitations

We start the discussion by reflecting on some of the key limitations we see with Jacdac. From a technical point of view, we want to flag four:

- **Custom Jacdac connector.** Early prototypes of Jacdac used the ubiquitous 3.5mm stereo audio jack, which is readily available and remarkably cheap. But we found that many stereo audio cables had a relatively high resistance, and the constraints of detecting and accommodating inadvertent connection between a Jacdac device and a legacy device using the same connector were too constraining. We also experimented with 3-pin JST SH 1mm pitch connectors (similar to 4-pin Qwiic connectors), but users found them fiddly and sometimes fragile. We therefore decided to design a custom connector for Jacdac to more effectively meet our design goals. By making one mating half a PCB edge connector we removed component sourcing effort and cost, but it’s still necessary for adopters to source custom Jacdac cables and unless/until these are manufactured in reasonable volume, they will be more expensive than comparable stereo audio cables.

- **Fixed data rate.** Jacdac communications occur at 1Mbaud, a good fit for sensor streaming applications and relatively simple and cheap to implement. However, it’s not ideal for data-intensive devices like cameras; not only would camera frames transfer slowly, but other devices would struggle to take control of the bus to communicate their data.

- **No delivery guarantees.** Like other packet-based approaches such as UDP [30], the Jacdac physical layer provides no reliability guarantees—reliability must be layered on top. A reliable delivery layer is available in the Jacdac stack, however, it requires more memory and therefore cannot be supported by the very lowest cost devices.
• No topology detection. Jacdac’s bus topology provides easy and flexible prototyping but doesn’t natively support topology discovery. If a particular application requires device roles be assigned based on where those devices are connected, additional electronic components and associated firmware are required. Instead, a manual configuration step is required.

In addition to the technical limitations listed above, we also want to highlight two limitations of our research methodology:

• Direct observation not possible. We believe our hackathon-based evaluation provides many insights about Jacdac from users’ hands-on experiences. However, it’s likely that further insights were missed because COVID-19 concerns meant we couldn’t observe our participants directly. On the flip-side, by supporting remote participants we were able to support 80 participants from around the globe.

• Limited interview feedback. Although all our interview participants clearly expressed the view that Jacdac lowered the barrier to entry to physical computing, with just 9 interviewees the generalizability of our findings could be called into question.

9.2 Current and Future Work

Some of the limitations listed above naturally point to future work. We are, for example, working on a simple topology detection scheme that could be added to certain modules. Similarly, we plan to observe users working with Jacdac to gain more detailed insights into what works particularly well and what is challenging for them.

Over the last year, we worked with manufacturing partners to make Jacdac available to a wider audience, with commercial availability of the first kit announced in June 2022. We are also strengthening Jacdac’s interoperability with platforms like the Raspberry Pi and extending our software integration to other tools and languages. As mentioned in Section 8.1 we are exploring ways in which Jacdac might support a transition from prototypes such as our CO2 alarm to reliable low-volume production. Finally, we are developing ways to embed Jacdac modules and devices in enclosures, based on requests from some of our hackathon participants.

In addition to our own plans to further develop Jacdac, we hope that the open-source nature of Jacdac will encourage other researchers and practitioners to adapt and extend what we have built so far and presented here.

9.3 Conclusion

Over the past two decades, we have seen physical computing move from a niche activity associated with a handful of researchers, artists and makers, to a mainstream pursuit that now extends to the classroom and beyond. As the field continues to develop, the technologies and platforms that underpin it will inevitably evolve too. In this paper, we presented some of the existing protocols and products that are well-established in the field of physical computing, reviewed research relating to the design and evaluation of physical computing platforms, and identified three design goals (DG1-DG3) for future physical computing solutions. We then introduced Jacdac, an open-source platform for low-cost, plug-and-play physical computing that we believe epitomizes a natural evolution.

Jacdac is designed for easy hardware composition (DG1). A purpose-built and easy-to-use connector supports the dynamic addition of modules whose capabilities are automatically detected, leveraging a truly plug-and-play software abstraction with standardized services (DG2), allowing devices of common functionality to replace one another at run-time. Finally, with each design decision, cost has been an important consideration, resulting in a low cost (DG3) plug-and-play platform for physical computing. The core contribution of our work is to demonstrate how a service-based architecture, implemented on very low cost MCUs, can simplify the construction of physical computing solutions. A second major contribution is illustrating the power of web technologies and platforms for programming and debugging the resulting systems.
To prove the viability of Jacdac, we manufactured over two thousand Jacdac modules, representing around forty different designs, along with one thousand cables. These were used to evaluate Jacdac via an 80-participant hackathon and we subsequently interviewed five of our hackathon participants along with four educators. The artifacts built by hackathon participants and the follow-up interviews demonstrated that the plug-and-play experience offered by Jacdac lowers the barrier to entry to physical computing. The preliminary interviews we conducted with educators also demonstrate the potential of Jacdac in the classroom.

We hope that technologies like Jacdac, which make physical computing easier and more powerful without compromising on cost, will further extend the reach of physical computing to new and more diverse communities, driving inclusion and adoption. In the future, perhaps people with disabilities and their allies will use physical computing as a matter of course to build customized devices that suit individual needs, as the hackathon participants did. Ultimately, we believe that Jacdac can help a broad range of users, beginners and more experienced creators from all backgrounds, build interactive devices for a range of applications from art pieces to IoT-like home automation solutions.

The true test of whether Jacdac meets our design goals—and indeed if our design goals address the key limitations of today’s physical computing platforms—will be whether or not it is adopted by the community over the coming years.
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10 APPENDIX

10.1 Overview of Hackathon On-boarding Process

On the first day of our hackathon participants were welcomed, given an overview of the coming three days and assigned to workstreams. They were also invited to a MakeCode and Jacdac training session following the welcome presentation. After the training session, participants were invited to attend their assigned workstream meetings; participants were also able to work independently if desired. The following two days largely followed the same structure. Chat channels and ad-hoc video calls were used by participants to collaborate within their workstreams, seek technical help, and to provide feedback.

10.2 Hackathon Participant Interview Questions

**Overall experience**

(1) What is your background?
(2) Which hackathon workstream did you select?
(3) What was your contribution to the selected workstream?

**Prototyping process**

(1) Can you briefly describe how you approached this hackathon? Did you plan things out before hand? Did you just hack things together as you went along?
(2) Were there any points where you had to alter or change your approach, if so why?

**Jacdac and MakeCode**

(1) Were there any particular qualities of Jacdac that made this prototyping experience easier or harder?
(2) What are your thoughts on the Jacdac and MakeCode workflow?
(3) Did you encounter any problems? If so, what?

**Comparison to other prototyping tools**

(1) Do you have experience with other prototyping tools?
(2) If so – can you please contrast your experience with Jacdac and those tools?

**The hackathon**

(1) What are your key takeaways from the hackathon?
(2) How did you find the hackathon overall?
(3) What were your personal highlights?
(4) Was there anything that could have made the hackathon better?

**Specific challenges**

(1) Did you at any point think about enclosures for the artifact your built?
(2) Do you have any thoughts on Jacdac as a prototyping tool?
(3) Do you have any thoughts on Jacdac as a tool for designing accessibility devices?

10.3 Overview of Educator On-boarding and Tasks

**Tutorial**

2. Create a new project.
4. Add the Jacdac extension to MakeCode. After completing this step, you should see digital twins of any modules you have connected to your micro:bit in MakeCode.

5. Programming Jacdac modules. After following the steps above, you should now have a green modules category in the MakeCode Blocks toolbox. However, if you expand the "Modules" blocks category, you will not find any blocks for the modules you have connected to your micro:bit. This is because one extra step is required. To add the blocks for the modules you have connected click the “add blocks” button. Now you know the steps to build a program with Jacdac modules! Hooray!

N.B. A GIF showing the step to be performed was displayed alongside each of the above steps.

Task one

This task is a step by step guide to plot the value of the slider module using the micro:bit’s display. The hardware required for this task is:

- a micro:bit V2,
- a USB cable connecting the micro:bit V2 to your computer,
- a micro:bit V2 Jacdac adapter,
- a Jacdac slider module, and
- a Jacdac cable to connect the slider module to the micro:bit Jacdac adapter.

Step 1. Please create a new MakeCode project, and follow the steps above to add Jacdac to your project. (If you’ve just created a new project using the steps above, there is no need to repeat the steps.)

Step 2. If you’ve not already connected your Jacdac slider, connect it to your micro:bit. With the slider connected, check it has appeared in the MakeCode editor and click “Add blocks”.

Step 3. Grab the ‘on potentiometer1 position changed by 5’ from the modules block category. Then, take a ‘plot bar graph’ block from the “LED” category and place it inside the ‘on potentiometer1 position changed by 5’ block.

Step 4. From the modules category, grab the “potentiometer1 position” and place it on the first “0” of the “plot bar graph” block.

Step 5. Slider values range from 0-100. So, let’s change the “up to” portion of the plot bar graph block to 100.

Step 6. That’s it! Now, when you move the position of your physical slider, you will see a proportional change to the number of LEDs displayed on the MakeCode simulator display.

(optional) Step 7. Just like any MakeCode program, you can click the download button to see the same program running on your physical micro:bit. When the program is downloaded, the physical slider will change the number of LEDs displayed on the physical micro:bit’s display.

Task 2

This next task will be less structured and will require the slider module and the 10-RGB LED bar module. Please connect these two modules to the micro:bit Jacdac adapter.

Now, with those modules connected, create a program that: when the slider value changes, the colour of the RGB LED bar module changes.

10.4 Educator Interview Questions

Background

(1) What subjects do you teach?
(2) What do you identify as?
(3) How old are you?

**Micro:bit/MakeCode experience**

(1) How many years have you been teaching?
(2) How long have you been using micro:bit and MakeCode?
(3) Have you used any hardware accessories with micro:bit and MakeCode? Which ones?
(4) What do you see as the pros of micro:bit/MakeCode?
(5) What do you see as the cons of micro:bit/MakeCode?
(6) Have you used any other technology in the classroom?
(7) What other physical computing ecosystems have you used (e.g. Arduino, Raspberry Pi)?
(8) How does micro:bit/MakeCode compare to these other ecosystems?
(9) Have you used any accessories with these other ecosystems? How did you find that?

**Jacdac experience**

(1) How did you get on with each task?
(2) How did you find connecting Jacdac devices together?
(3) How useful were the Jacdac device twins (“simulators”)?
(4) Was there anything you found challenging when using Jacdac?
(5) What was your highlight of the Jacdac experience (if any)?
(6) How does Jacdac compare to other solutions you’ve used in the classroom?
(7) Would you feel comfortable and confident using Jacdac in the classroom?
(8) What year group would you use Jacdac with?
(9) What Jacdac modules would you like to see?